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Trinh Mai. They Come for Me. 2009. Joss paper and oil on canvas. 40×90 inches.

Trinh Mai’s work pays respect to her Vietnamese American heritage, striving to document personal memories and those inherited from her elders. Drawn from intimate experiences of heartache and triumph, of struggle and perseverance, and of loss and fulfillment, Mai’s artwork offers comfort and shares the faith that has fostered her during these times. Through her work, she lives the refugee and immigrant experience vicariously through the elders, allowing her to interpret these stories through her own ears, eyes, heart, and hands.

As a form of study and prayer, she absorbs life’s joys and hardships, rewriting them as true tales of triumph—also a reminder that out of tragedy are ever born the blessings that we might have never been able to predict could or would come. Her body of work speaks on the healing that occurs while we wade through the circumstances of life, striving to find meaning and look to the passage of time to mend our afflictions.

They Come for Me was inspired by a dream wherein Mai watches herself claim the blessings that pour upon her from an aperture above in a dim grove of trees. On the first panel, the blessings come. On the second, the hand reaches out, ready to receive. On the third, we see gratitude for these gifts.

For a more in-depth experience, please visit trinhmai.com.
Meridians

great circles of earth passing
through the geographical poles at any
given point on the earth’s surface;

any of the lines of longitude running
north and south on a globe or map,
representing such a circle or half circle;

the highest apparent point reached by
a heavenly body in its course; zenith, apex,
culmination;

places or situations with their own
distinctive character;

in Chinese medicine, the major channels
carrying the life force through the body.

COVER: Trinh Mai, They Come for Me, 2009. Oil and joss paper burned
for the ancestors in Vietnamese folk tradition on canvas, 30 x 90 in.